Adsorption of acrylonitrile on diamond and silicon (001)-(2 x 1) surfaces: effects of dimer structure on reaction pathways and product distributions.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) are used to compare the reaction of acrylonitrile with Si(001) and C(001) (diamond) surfaces. Our results show that reaction with Si(001) and C(001) yield very different product distributions that result from fundamental differences in the ionic character of these surfaces. While acrylonitrile reacts with the C(001) surface via a [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction in a manner similar to nonpolar molecules such as alkenes and disilenes, reaction with the Si(001) surface occurs largely through the nitrile group. This work represents the first experimental example of how differences in dimer structure lead to very different chemistry for C(001) compared to that for Si(001). The fact that Si(001) reacts with the strongly polar nitrile group of acrylonitrile indicates that the zwitterionic character of this surface controls its reactivity. C(001) dimers, on the other hand, behave more like a true molecular double bond, albeit a highly strained one. Consequently, while alternative strategies will be necessary for chemical modification of Si(001), traditional schemes from organic chemistry for functionalization of alkenes and disilenes may be available for building molecular layers on C(001).